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Deck organiser - composite sides

Part no 
Product 

description 
Length
 [mm]

Sheave Ø 
[mm] 

Hole spacing  
[mm]

Safe working 
load [kg] 

Breaking load 
[kg] 

Rope diameter 
[mm]

Weight 
[gr] 

B300022B 2 sheaves 115 40 56 750 1800 8 - 14 179
B300024B 4 sheaves 170 40 56 750 1800 8 - 14 259

M8 mounting bolts in all the fixing holes

A B C

DECK ORGANISERS   

The Rutgerson deck organisers are designed to perfectly match sailors’ needs. The assortment consists of two different ranges. The tradi-

tional aluminium range is available in five different sizes with two, three, four, five or six composite sheaves. The extensive range results in 

high flexibility, since sailors can choose sizes according individual preference and deck layout. 

The new Black Line range is made of black, high-tech composite and come in two sizes including either two or four sheaves. Due to the 

properties of the material, the product weighs very little in relation to how high the working load is. In addition, the composite has 

smooth-touch properties and the black colour matches the rest of the Rutgerson deck hardware assortment.

The deck organisers can be stacked on top of each other to maximise efficiency of space and each sheave is through-deck bolted, which 

results in a high breaking load. Special bolts are available separately. 

The deck organisers are 31mm high and the sheaves have a diameter of 40mm. The breaking load of each sheave is 2000kg and the  

maximum working load is 750kg. The recommended rope dimensions are 8-14mm.

Core benefits
   High working load

   Incredible strength to weight ratio

   Smooth-touch composite with unique design

Special Bolt Set
Part no Size [mm]
B290060-1 M6 x 80
B290060-2 M6 x 120
B290080-0 M8 x 60
B290080-1 M8 x 80
B290080-2 M8 x 120

B290100-1 M10 x 80
B290100-2 M10 x 120
B290120-2 M12 x 120

B290081-1 M8 x 100

B290080-1

Nut and bolt set suitable for 

Rutgerson deck organisers and 

footblocks
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Deck organiser - aluminium sides

Composite Sheaves A B C

Part no. 
Product 

description 
Length
 [mm]

Sheave Ø 
[mm] 

Hole spacing  
[mm]

Safe working 
load [kg] 

Breaking load 
[kg] 

Rope diameter 
[mm]

Weight 
[gr] 

B600022 2 sheaves 115 40 56 800 1800 8 - 14 160
B600023 3 sheaves 170 40 56 800 1800 8 - 14 240
B600024 4 sheaves 230 40 56 800 1800 8 - 14 320
B600025 5 sheaves 285 40 56 800 1800 8 - 14 405
B600026 6 sheaves 340 40 56 800 1800 8 - 14 490

M8 mounting bolts in all the fixing holes

B600022 B600024B600023

B600025 B600026

Core benefits 
High working load

Wide range of sizes

Elegant design
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